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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to study the radial solutions of the equation 
-#4u+f(u)=O, U: RN+& (El 
where f(u) is subject to certain restrictions to be stated precisely as 
assumptions in Section 1. The main result is a proof of existence of radial 
solutions with a prescribed number of nodes, i.e., if 1x1 = r and u(r) is a 
solution, a number of points {rl, r2, . . . . r,} such that u(rJ = 0, i = 1, . . . . rz. 
Recently C. Jones and T. Kiipper (see [ll]) studied the same problem by 
writing the equations as a dynamical system and using topological techni- 
ques from ordinary differential equations. The method in this paper is a 
different topological argument, in the spirit of partial differential equations, 
using the degree of a map from a Banach space to itself. The result here is 
slightly more general than the one in [ 1 l] because we allow less smooth- 
ness in the nonlinear term (f(u)); we treat the “zero mass case,” i.e., the 
case for which f’(O) = 0 (see Section 1); and we have a more general condi- 
tion at infinity which permits nonlinearities for which the integral F(u) = 
j’;f(s) ds is positive for large U. It is possible that the method can be used 
to show existence of radical solutions with a prescribed number of nodes 
for systems of semilinear elliptical equations. 
The strategy of the proof is as follows. First we rewrite the equation 
so that solutions are obtained as fixed points of a compact operator 
K(.): H,‘([WN)+Hf([WN), where Hj(IW”‘) consists a radial functions in 
H’(IWN). Next we consider a continuous path of nonlinearities f(t, u), 
ZE [O, 11, and try to compute the degree deg(l-K,, 52,, 0), where Sz, 
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consists of functions with exactly n nodes (see Section 1). Choose f(0, u) as 
simple as possible, for example a piecewise linear function so that solutions 
can be constructed explicitly, see Section 3. Note that a$2, consists of func- 
tions with a degenerate node, i.e., a(~~) = 0, u,(T~) = 0, and because of the 
maximum principle these cannot be solutions of the equation, hence the 
degree will remain constant with respect to t if one can show that a solu- 
tion with n nodes is bounded from above and below independently of t. 
These a priori bounds are derived in Section 2. Part of the difficulty here 
is that if one considers all solutions of (E) these are not bounded from 
above but if we restrict our attention to solutions with only n nodes, n 
being fixed, then we can derive an a priori bound. 
Existence of infinitely many radial solutions for the above problem using 
the min-max method was shown by a variety of authors, see [l, 3, 4, 5, 
14, 17, IS] in the references, but this method cannot characterize the nodal 
properties of the solutions. Uniqueness of the positive solution was 
investigated in [ 10, 7, 131. Finally existence of radial solutions for a 
problem similar to the above was considered in [9, IS]. 
In Section 1 we present the main argument concerning the existence of 
solutions with exactly n nodes. In Section 2 we derive the necessary a priori 
bounds; this is actually the hardest part. Section 3 has the explicit solution 
for a piecewise linear nonlinearity, while the Appendix 4 has some technical 
results needed in the proofs. 
1 
Consider the equation 
--du+f(u)=O, XEW, Na2. (El 
We are interested in finding radial solutions of the equation (E) and we are 
going to consider two separate sets of assumptions about the nonlinearity. 
( 1) The Positive Mass Case: N 2 2. 
(A,) f( .) : R + R is a measurable function bounded on bounded sets 
and we can write f(u) = mu - g(u); m > 0, u E R. 
(A*) There exist pi, G~E[W+ such that O<a,<a,<4/(N-2) and 
g(u) = gi(u) + g*(u), where Igi( < Ci luloz+ ‘, i= 1, 2, Ci positive con- 
stants. 
(A3) If we define F(u)=Jz(s)ds and a+=inf(u:u>O,F(u)=O}, 
a- = inf(u: u ~0, F(u) = 0}, then there exist u, > 0 and u- < 0 such that 
F(u,)<O andf(a+)#O. 
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(2) The Zero Mass Case: N 2 3. 
(A’$ f( .): [w --f Iw is a measurable function bounded on bounded sets 
and there exists b > 0 such that if u E [ - 6, b] then f(u) is monotone and 
f(u)sgnubO, withf(u)sgnu>O if u#O. 
(A:) If(u)1 GC, lul”lf1+C2 IuI~~+’ VUER, where O<o,<a,< 
4/(N- 2). 
(A:) If we define F(u)=j;;/(s)ds and a+=inf{u:F(u)=O and 
u>O}, a- = {u:F(u) and u<O}, then there exist U, >O and U_ <O such 
that F(u,)<O andf(a,)#O. 
Remarks. (1) If there exists B > 0 such that Iul> B =S F(u) > 0, then 
define 
We will see that every solution of (E) must satisfy a priori lu(r)l <B. Hence 
ify(T(u) satisfies (A,, A,, A,) or (A:, A:, A,), we have an existence theorem. 
(2) The only difference between the two cases is that in the positive 
mass case we have f’(0) = m >O, but the two cases are not mutually 
exclusive. Typical cases that arise in applications are as follows: 
Positive mass case: 
f(u)=mu-y IuI”u, 
4 
o<o<- 
N-2’ 
m > 0, y>o; 
f(u) = mu-y IuIol 24 + 6 Iulo2 2.4, O<o,<fs*<&, m, y, 6 > 0. 
Zero mass case: 
f(u)=A IuIU’u-y lulO=u, 
4 
O<a,<a,<- 
N-2’ 
I > 0, y > 0. 
We plan to look for solutions of the equation (E) in the following spaces: 
(1) Positive mass case: 
H,‘(RN)= {u(x)EH~(UP): u(x)=u(IxI)=u(r)}; 
w 
r=IxI= $J xf . 
( > i= 1 
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We are also going to use the radial Sobolev spaces 
WppN)= {#(X)E Wk’qRN): u(x)=u(lxl)}, 
kEN, 1QpQ +oo. 
We will denote the corresponding norm by /I ~11 k, p. 
(2) Zero mass case: 
Iy(R”)= {uED”2(RN):U(X)=U(IX~)}. 
Recall that /lull DI.2CIWNj = { wN IVu12 dx} ‘12. 
We are also going to need the spaces 
D$S( RN) = 
i 
k 
U: IWN + [w, u is radial and 1 IlD’ull Ls < + co . 
I=1 
The norm is JIuII~~,~(~~) =Cf-, llD’ullLs, where D’ is any Ith order 
derivative. 
We can state now the theorems that we are going to prove. 
THEOREM (1.1). Let X=H,‘(RN), Na2, or X=D:,‘(RN), Na3, andlet 
f(u) satisfy (A,, A,, A,) or (A:, AZ, A:). Then the equation -Au +f(u) = 0 
has a solution in X with exactly n nodes Vn E N. 
DEFINE: 
S, = {uEH~(IR~): -Au +f(u) = 0, u(r) has exactly n nodes} 
S~={UED~(R”): -Au+f(u)=O,u(r)hasexactlynnodes}. 
L(u)=~~N {f lVu12+F(u)} dx; L(.) is called the action of the function u(r). 
THEOREM (1.2). Let 
a, = ,i$ II4 1,25 4, = sup bll1.2 n USS” 
ali = $$ II4 W, A: = sup JIuIJ~1,2 
n uss; 
I, = UiFi L(u), L, = sup L(u); 
” UOS” 
then(a)A,c+co,A~<+oo,L,<+coVn~Nand(b)lim,,+,a,=+co, 
lim n++majl= +a, limn-t+m n 1 = + 00. In other words, S, is a bounded set 
for n fixed, goes to + co in norm as n + + co, and the corresponding action 
goes to +oo as n-+ +oo. 
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The basic idea in the proof of Theorem ( 1.1) is to consider a continuous 
path of nonlinearities f: [0, l] x Iw + R such that f(0, U) is a simple non- 
linearity for which we can construct all the solutions and f( 1, U) is any 
nonlinearity satisfying assumptions (A,, A,, A,) or (A:, A:, At). 
We state below the precise conditions that the pathf(t, U) has to satisfy. 
(H 1 ) (a) Positioe mass case. Assume f( t, U) = m(t) u - g( t, u), where 
(1) m(t)2m,>O; 
(2) g(t,u)=g,(t,u)+g,(t,u) and gj(t,u)<CiIaIR+l VUER, 
Vt E [0, 11, and crl, c2 are constants that satisfy 0 < oI < (r2 < 4/(N- 2). 
(b) Zero mass case. Assume there exists b > 0 such that 
(1) If 1~1 <b, f(t, .) is monotone in uVtE[O, l] and 
f(t, u) sgn ~20. 
(2) If(t,u)l<C, ~u(~‘+~+C~~U~~*+~, O<a,,<a,<4/(N-2) Vte 
[0, 1 J, where g1 and cr2 are constants. 
(Hz) Define F(t,u)=j;f(t,s)ds and a+(t)=inf(u:u>O,F(t,u)=O}, 
a-(t)=inf{u: u<O, F(t, u)=O} ( i.e., a, (t) are the first zeros of F(t, U) 
right and left of u = 0). Assume 
(1) inft.Co,ll If(C a& (t))l > 0, 
(2) inf,, co, 11 la,(t)1 >q>O. 
(H,) Define L 0) = sup,, Co,rr+(r)l F(t, a) and assume that 
inf, E [o, 1 1 F, (t) > F, > 0, where Fy is a positive constant. - 
Remark. (H3) is redundant for the positioe mass case since it follows 
from the assumption m(t) > m, > 0, so it is an extra restriction only for the 
zero mass case. 
(HJ Either there exists B> 0, Vte [O, 11, such that 
JuI >B=>F(t, u)>O, 
or 
lim ‘mnu)= -b(t) lulP(‘)sgn(u), A- +m APW 
where b(t), p(t) are continuous functions of t and b(t) > 6, > 0, 
O<p(t)<1+4/(N-2). 
(1) Positive Mass Case. Consider the equation -Au + m( t)u - g( t, u) 
= 0 and rewrite it as u - (-A + m(t))-’ g(t, U) = 0. Define the operator 
K,(.)= [-A+m(t)]-’ g(t, .):Hf(IWN)-,H,!(RN). Theorem (1.3) below 
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states that K,( .) is compact if N> 2, so we can consider deg(Z- K,, Q, 0) 
for Sz Z-Zj(IV), Q open. 
(2) Zero MUSS Case. Define the functions 
if u<-b 
if -b<u<b and g,(u) =fr(u)-h,(u), 
if u>b 
where we denote ft( u) = f (t, u) etc. 
Observe that (1) h,( .) is monotone, (2) h,(w) sgn(w) 20, (3) I/z,(w)1 <B 
for some B > 0, and (4) g,(u) = 0 if 1~1 <b. By general results of Benilan, 
Brezis, and Crandall [2], the equation - dw + h(w) = f(x) has a unique 
solution w(x) if f(x) E L1(RN). Hence define the operator Ky( .) = 
[--d+h,(.)]-‘g,(.); Df32(RN)+D~-2(RN), where [-d+h(.)]-‘f(x)= 
w(x)* -dw + h(w) = f(x). Theorem (1.4) below states that KF( .) is 
compact if Na 3 so that again we can consider deg(Z-Ky( .), Q, 0) 
for Q c ofS2(rW”), Sz open. For the rest we will always assume that f,(u): 
[0, 1 ] x Iw + Iw is a continuous path of functions f,( . ) satisfying hypotheses 
(H , > .. . . Ha). 
THEOREM (1.3). Let g( .): R! + R be a measurable function such that 
g(U)=g,(U)+ g2(U) and gi(‘) SatiSfy Igi( <Ci IUlO’+l, i= 1,2, 
O<G,<02<4/(N-2). If m>O then the operator (-d+m)-‘g(.): 
Hi(RN) + Hf(RN) is compact for N> 2. 
ProojI Let ueHi([WN); then 
s Igi(u)l("'+2)/(u'+1)dx<C 1 I I 14 or+2 dx RN IWN 
* II gAu)ll 0,(0,+2)/(0,+ l)G ci lI”ll~:~:2. 
Because of Theorem (Al) in the Appendix we have 
2<q<2+& N>3 
IMlo,q G ‘W% 4) Ilull 1,2 for 
2<q< +co N=2 
Since 2 + oi satisfies these restrictions we have 
II &(U)ll o.(u,+2)/(o,+1)~c~ 1147::‘. 
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Set ui= (-A +m)-’ g,(u); by standard elliptic estimates we get 
But now note that from Theorem (Al) again we have Wf~(bf2)‘(U+1)(RN) 
+ W1,2(RN) and the embedding is compact if 
a+2 
-aa+ 1 
<2< n(a+2)/((7+ 1) 
n-(rJ+2)/(0+ 1)’ 
which is satisfied since 
0+2 
-<2< 
n(a + 2) 4 
o+l n(a+l)-(a+2) 
oo<o<- 
N-2’ I 
Remark. If we assume that gi( .) are differentiable and that they satisfy 
i= 1, 2, 
4 
O<a,<a,<- 
N-2 
we can prove that (-A+m)-‘g(.):Hf([WN)-+H~([WN) is compact. The 
proof is exactly the same except that we have to estimate the norm 
IIgi(“)ll l.(UIf2)/(~,C11~ But observe that 
lRN 1; gi(u)i(u’+ 1)‘(u’+ ‘) dx 
=l,,~j”g~~)u~~(~~+l”‘r.+“dx 
< Ci 
(J RN 
lul;+l dx 
G ci lI”ll~~~~2~ 
,J,/(cz +1) 
I4 a,+2 dx 
> 
Also 
2<q<2+&; N>3 
lbll I,q < C(N, 4) 1142,2 if 
I 
, etc. 
2<q< +oo; N=2 
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THEOREM (1.4). Let g( .) Iw + [w, h( . ): [w + Iw be measurable functions 
that have the properties 
(1) g(u)-0 if/u1 dbfor some b>O 
(2) IduN G c lUIDfl for some 0 E (0,4/(N - 2)) 
(3) h(w) is monotone and h(w)w 20, VWE [w 
(4) Ih( <Bfor some B>O. 
Then the operator [-A + h(.)]-’ g( .): D:s2(rW”) -+ D:*2(rW”) is compact if 
N>3. 
Proof: Let 2* = 2N/(N- 2). If u(r) is radial then we have (see Ref. (4)) 
[u(r)/ <C(N) IlVul/.~/r(~-~)‘~; hence 
C(N) llVujlL2 2’(N-2) 
rBR= 
b * lu(r)l <b =E. g(u(r)) = 0. 
So we get supp g(u(r)) c B, = {XE [WN: 1x1 d R}. Next we have 
lg(u)ldclul”+‘=> I I g(u)l RN 
2*‘(6+1)d~<C RJ~~2*dx<CIIV~II~. 
I 
So finally we have the estimate IIg(u)ll,,,.,(,+ 1j 6 C IIVuIIi+‘; since 
SUPP du(r))=B, we get 
if l<s< -& IIg(u)ll,G C(R) IlgM;.,,,,,,~ C(R) llW;“‘+‘) 
i.e., 
In particular if s = (a + 2)/(0 + 1) we have IIg(u)JI,,(,+,,,(,+,, < 
C(R) llW1;+*. Let w=[-A+h(.)]-‘g(u)*-Aw+h(w)=g(u). Using 
Kato’s inequality we get 
--A I+4 + Ih( G Ig(u)l 
-jBR Ih( dx G jB, lg(u)i dx + Is,1 RN-’ ; lw@)l for any ii > R. 
From Lemma (A4) in the Appendix we have that w(r) is of one sign and 
hence j- Ih( dx< C{ Ig(u)l dx. RN BR 
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Pick i? > R; then 
-dw= g(u)-h(w) 
<C i,, IgWd-~+~“-’ jRN IMw)l dx 
G C(R) j Ig(u)l” dx. 
BR 
Let D*w denote any second order derivative of w. It is a known estimate 
(see Ref. [16]) that 
j,, ID2wIs dx < C(iT) -r, /Awl” dx. 
From Lemma (A4) in the Appendix we have that 
Iw,*,(r)l dc* l’gyL if r>2R 
s,. (D*wl”dx= jBl, ID*wl”dx+ jRNBz (D*wl”dx 
I 
G C(R) jB, IduN” dx. 
Moreover we have the Sobolev inequality 
II wx, II LJ* G WV IIVw , II ~3 where s* = 
Observe that Ns/( N - s) > s, hence 
j 
BR 
lw,,I’dx<C(I?){j 
RR 
l~,,l’.dx}l-~*iC(~,~) IIvw&s. 
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Let bKlkEN be a sequence in Df,*(RN) such that llVukllLz < C; then 
supp g(u”(r)) c B,, where R is fixed, and 
II gWN LS G c 
2* 
for l<s<- 
o+l’ 
Choose R, --t + co; then 
Q C(R,) 
( 
j IwJ* dx “‘* 
Bff” ) 
< C(R,) lID2wll~s d C(R,). 
Hence 11 w I/ oq~,q,) G C(K). Choose s = (a + 2)/(a + 1); then 
@k’+*)/(0+1) (BR,) + #+3, ), where the embedding is compact if 
0 < cr < 4/(N - 2). By diagonaking choose a subsequence; name it again 
(wk}keN such that wk + w in D,‘*2(RRn) VR,. On the other hand, from 
Lemma (A4) in the Appendix, we have that 
s R,BR lVwk12 dx< C llg(Uk)ll~, j: --p& RN-’ dr -PO, n n 
as R,++co, if N>2. 
Hence wk --t w in Di,2(lRN). 1 
Remarks. (1) In a similar way we can prove that if g(u) and h(w) are 
differentiable functions such that Ig’(u)l < C Iulb, e E (0,4/(N- 2)), and 
0 < h’(w) < B VW E R, then the operator 
is compact if N > 3. 
(2) The case N = 2 is actually pathological and compactness i  lost. 
Assume that f,(u). [0, l] x R + R is a path (continuous in t) that 
satisfies (Hi, H,, H,, H4). In Section 2 we will prove that a radical solu- 
tion of the equation - du + f,(u) = 0 that has exactly n nodes has to satisfy 
certain a priori estimates. We state them in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM (1.5). Let u(r), r = 1x1, be a radial solution of the equation 
-Au + f,(u) = 0, t E [0, 11, that has exactly n nodes. Then the following 
estimates hold independent oft. 
(1) IIUIIL~ < C,(n), l141Lm <CL(n), /Iu,~/I~~ -c C’,(n). 
(2) u,(r) has exactly n + 1 zeros, call them Ri, i= 0, . . . . n, where 
R, = 0 and each Ri is a local maximum of lu(r)l such that lu(Ri)l > aY (for 
the definition of ay see Hz). 
(3) In the interval [R,, Ri,,] there exists a unique ri+, such that 
4ri+,)=0. Set Rn+l= +c~=r,,+~ then ~upIu,(r)l,.~~,~,+,~~I;Y>O (for 
the definition of F, see H3). 
(4) (a) Positive mass case: 
0 < Cdn) < Ilull 1,2 < Cl,2(n) < + 02 and lim C,,z(n) = + co. n-r +m 
(b) Zero mass case: 
0 < C?,,(n) < Ilull D~.2cR~j < C:,,(n) < + co and lim C:,,(n) = + 00. n-cc 
Define the sets a,, to consist of all radial functions u: [w + + R such that 
u(r) satisfies the following: 
(I) u(r) is a C’ function that has n simple nodes and u,(r) has n + 1 
simple nodes Ri, i = 0, . . . . n (with R, = 0). 
(11) ay< l4Ri)l <C,(n). 
(III) l%(r)1 <CL(n); l%(r)l < Ct,(n)vrE R+; SUP,,[R,,R~+,I lu,(r)l 
s-f?, where Rn+l= +a~. 
(IV) (a) Positive mass case: 
CL,?(n) < Ilull 1,2 < Cl,2(n) (where lim C,,,(n)= +a). n- +m 
(b) Zero.mass case: 
C?,,(n) < Ilull D:.*(R9 < CY,, (n) (where lim C:,,(n)= +co). n-fee 
LEMMA ( 1.1). We have 
inf dist (Q,, 52,) > e(n) > 0, 
isN,l#n A’ 
where 
X= II,’ or X= D;s2(IWN). 
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Proof: First observe that if 1 is big enough then C,,,(Z)> Ci,Jn)+ 1 or 
C:,,(Z) > C:,,(n) + 1, hence we have to prove the lemma only for I< Z,,(n). 
For simplicity assume that we have u E 0, and u E Sz,, i. Let 0 < rl < 
r2 < . . . < r, be the zeros of u,(r). Let 0 < pi < p2 < . . . < pn+ i be the zeros 
of u,(r). Set p0 = r0 = 0 and r,,+ , =P~+~= +cc and define Ii= [rimI, ri], 
Jj = [pj- i, pj], i = 1, . . . . n + 1, j= 1, . . . . n + 2. It is easy to see that there 
exists j, such that on Ji, we have sgn(u,o,) = - 1 (see figure below). 
k 
+ . + 
I 
0 4 5 Pz-------+* Jjc 
On JjO, [u,(r)1 has a maximum at some point; call it Rj,. Because of 
condition (III) we have lu,(RjO)l > Fy >O. Since Iu,,I < C”,(n + 1) we have 
lu,(Rjo)l- Iu,(Rjo+Ar)l <CZ,(n+ 1) Ar, hence IArl <F,/2C2,(n+ l)* 
lU,(Rj, + Ar)l > F,,/2, but then (let A = F,/2Ci(n + 1)) 
s lW)-or(r)12rNp1 dr R,o--dcr~,o+d 
>~;[(RjO+A)N-(RjO-A)P]>~(n). 
So we have II~-ull~>s(n), with X=Hj(Wj or O:,2(RN). 1 
Remark. Exactly the same argument as in Lemma 1.1 but with F, 
replaced by aY will give distLZcRNj (Q,, Sz, + r) > E’(n) > 0. This is enough for 
the Hj(W’) space but not for Oi,2(WN). 
Define the sets 
(A) Positive mass case: 
(B) Zero mass case: 
Sz;,, = E(n) u E Of*‘( W”) : distgl,2 (u, Q,) < 2 . 
In Section 3 we will compute for a special nonlinearity fO(u) that satisfies 
both sets of conditions, (A,, A,, A3) and (A:, AX, A:), the following: 
deg(Z- (-A + m)-’ go, Q;, 0) = deg(Z- (-A + ho)-’ go, Q:,,, 0) 
=2(-,),+I. (*) 
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Granted that we have Theorem (1.5) and (*) we can prove Theorem (1.1) 
as follows: 
THEOREM (l.l)*. Let f( t, u) : [O, 1 ] x [w --) If2 be a path of nonlinearities 
such that (a) f(0, u) = fO(u) and (b) f(t, u) satisfies assumptions 
Wl, H2, H3, Hd; then 
deg(Z- K,, St:, 0) = deg(Z- KY, Q&, 0) = 2( - l)nfl, vte [O, l] 
Proof The only thing we have to check is that if u E 80: then u(r) can- 
not satisfy the equation -Au + f( t, U) = 0. (a) If u(r) has n nodes then by 
the definition of 52, and Theorem (1.5) we get that u~int(QE,) and that is 
a contradiction. (b) If u(r) has 1 nodes 1 #n then u(r) E Sz,, but then 
dist(u, a,) 2 dist(Q,, ~2,) > s(n), hence u $ %2:, i.e., a contradiction. Finally 
it is obvious that if u(r) is a solution of - du + f (t, U) = 0 and u E Szz then 
u E Q, and u(r) has exactly n simple nodes. 
Proof of Theorem (1.2). The only thing we actually have to prove is the 
lim n+ +m I,= +cc, where recall that Z,,=inf,,.,” L(u), L(u)=s, {i (Vu/‘+ 
f(u)} dx. The transformation x + Ax gives a dilation identity 
N-2 
-jRNJVu12dx+NjRNF(u)dx=0. 
2 
Hence L(U) = (N+ 2)/2NJRN IVu12 dx for the zero mass case. The result 
follows since lim, -t oo at = + cc. For the positive mass case we refer to 
Theorem (2.6) (Section 2) where we actually prove that jRN ]Vak12 dx + 
+ cc if n(k) -+ + cc (n(k) = number of nodes of Uk(r)). 
A Remark about the Dimension N. Observe that since we are looking 
for radial solutions of the equation - dw + j(u) = 0, x E RN we are actually 
solving the O.D.E. 
It is easy to see that all theorems we prove do not depend on the fact 
that N is an integer. So we can consider instead of N a real parameter 
AER+. 
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DEFINE. dn = -8: + ((A - 1)/r) 8, and the spaces 
HI(n)= u:R+ +Rwithnorm IIu/I,,L~~)= 
i 11 
o= (1u,12 + lu12) ri.-’ dr}1’2} 
L)‘,‘(L) = {u: R+ + [w with norm /lull o~,~C1j I={, m Id 
2 + 1 d,.‘/2 . 
0 1 
Then we have that 
~, l(a) ( -dn + m))’ g( .): H’(1) + H’(L) is a compact operator if 
(b) (-d + h( .))-’ g( .): o’g2(n) --t o’*‘(L) is a compact operator if 
A > 2. 
Now observe that the bounds in Theorem (1.5) depend on 1 in a bounded 
way; hence deg(Z- (-A, + m))’ g( .), s2;, 0) and deg(Z- (--AA + h( .))-’ 
d-)3 Qi.0, 0) are actually independent of 1. 
2 
Our purpose in this section is to prove the a priori bounds stated in 
Theorem (1.5). In the rest of the chapter we are going to assume that the 
pathf(t, u): [0, l] x R+ IL! satisfies the hypotheses H,, H,, H,, H, unless 
otherwise stated. We will split the proof into a series of small theorems. 
THEOREM (2.1). Let u(r) be a nonzero radial solution of the equation 
-Au + f (t, u) = 0, where f (t, u) satisfies H 1, H2. Then there exists a positive 
constant c,,~, independent oft, such that Ilull 1,2 > c~,~. 
Proof: First recall that f (t, u) = m(t) - g(t, u). From H, we have 
that f(t, O)=m(t) >m,>O, Vt E [0, 11. Also, from H, we have that 
g(t,u)=gl(t, u)+g2(t, u), where Ig,(t,u)l <Ci IuI~~(‘)+~, Oco,<a,(t)< 
a(t)<a,<4/(N-2). Define ui= (-A+m(t))-’ g,(t, u), i= 1, 2. Then 
u = u1 + u2 and we have the estimates 
Ilull 1,2 G lb1 II 1,2 + IIUZII 1.2 
GC {Il4lTf:‘+ Ilull ;f;‘}‘Ilully,y)+ llully~:“~;~ 
Hence there exists cl.2 such that IIuII~,~ >c~,~. 
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THEOREM (2.2). Let u(r) be a nonzero solution of the equation 
-Au + f(t, u) = 0, where f(t, u) satisfies Hy, H:. Then there exists a 
positive constant Cy,, independent oft such that llullo~ > Cy,,. 
Proof Recall that f(t, u)= h(t, u) - g(t, u) and Ig(t, u)l < C Iu~~(~)+‘, 
where 0 < crm < cr( t) < crM < 4/(N - 2). We have that 
u= [-A+h(t, .)I-’ g(t, u). 
In Theorem (1.4) we derived the estimates 
IID2UlI.~ < c llg(u)ll.s < c lIvull”:“+ I). 
But we also have 
IIV~II LS’ G c ll~241rS, where s* = 
Choose s = 2N/(N + 2); then s > 1 since N > 2 and we have s* = 2 and 
Since (2N/(N+2))(a+ l)> 1 we get that IJVUIJ~Z>C~,~. 
LEMMA (2.1). Consider the quantity 
P(u, u,) = $4; - F( t, u), 
where F(t, u)=jf;f(t,s)ds. Then ifu(r) is a solution of -Au+f(t, u)=O 
we have d/dr P(u, u,) = -((N- 1)/r) ~5. 
ProoJ d/drP(u,u,) = u,ul,-f(t,u)u,=-((N-l)/r)uf+f(t,u)u,- 
f(t, u) u,= -((N- 1)/r) u:. 
LEMMA (2.2). Zf u(r) is a solution of the equation -Au + f(t, u) = 0 then 
ldr)l G MOK 
Proof Consider the plane (u, u,) and the level curves given by the 
equation P(u, u,) = constant (see figure). 
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t 
4 
Let D = connected component that contains (0,O) of the set 
1!,Z’ ur) : P( u,u,)cP(u(O),O)). Since dP(u,u,)/drGO and lim,,,u(r)= 
r-co u,(r)=0 we have that (u(r), U,(r))E D, Vrc [w+. Hence [u(r)1 < 
lu(O)l Vr E IF!+. 
LEMMA (2.2a). Let u(r) be a solution of the equation -Au + f(t, U) = 0; 
then 
(a) If R E 08 + is such that u,(R) = 0 then lu(R)I > uy > 0. 
(b) If R, CR, are such that u,(R,) = u,(R*) = 0, or R, = + 00, then 
%%E[R~,R~] bdr)l ‘&‘O. 
Proof: Define y(t) = connected component in the (u, u,) plane that 
contains (0,O) of the set {(u, u,): P(u, u,) = O}. Recall that P(u, u,) = 
$f - F(t, u). Because of the assumption (H,, . . . . H4) y(t) looks like a 
bow-tie (see figure below). 
Now from the fact that (d/d) P(u, u,) = -((IV- 1)/r) U; < 0 we have that 
if (u(r), u,(r)) is the orbit of a solution in (u, u,) plane that goes to (0,O) 
as r -P + cc then the orbit cannot enter the interior of y(t), since in the 
interior we have P(u, u,) < 0. Relations (a) and (b) follow directly from the 
fact that (u(r), u,(r)) must always be outside y(t) VIE [0, 11. 1 
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Remark. Conditions H1, H,, H,, H4 seem complicated but their only 
purpose is to guarantee that y(t) will not become degenerate as t varies in 
PA 11. 
THEOREM (2.3). If u(r) is a radial solution of the equation 
-Au + f(t, u) = 0 that has exactly n zeros then there exists C, > 0 
independent oft such that llullLm < C,. 
Proof: We have to treat separately the cases (P) and (N). 
Case P. In this case there exists B > 0 such that if 1~1 >B then 
F(t, U) > 0. If /u(O)1 > B then p(u(O), u,(O)) = -F(t, u(0)) <O and since 
lim, + m 24(r)=lim,,, u,(r) = 0 and d/dr P(u, u,) < 0 we get a contra- 
diction. 
Case N. In this case we are going to use the property 
lim,, +oo f(t, Iz,)/Izp(‘)= -b(t) (ujp@) sgn(u), where b(t), p(t) are con- 
tinuous functions t. We will prove the theorem by contradiction. Assume 
3bk(fkY Wkd sequence such that 
I~k(~,, O)l + a, t,-+ to as k+ co 
and ~“(t~, r) is a solution with n zeros. W.L.O.G. assume that uk(tk, 0) > 0. 
Define 1, = uk(t,, 0) and the functions 
Uk(tk, r)=$z4k(fk, Ak(P(‘k)p13’2r) 
(i.e., uk(tk, r) = 1, Uk(tk, Iz~*(*+ ‘)I* r)). uk(tk, r) satisfies the equations 
-AUk+f(tkr’kUk)=o 
A --P(a) 
and uk(t, 0) = 1 
bk(tk, r)l < bk(tky o)l = 1 for some E> 0 
independent of k. It is a standard estimate (up to a subsequence) that 
i 
Uk(tky r, + uttoT y, in Wf;,Y, Vq< +oo 
Uk(t,,r)+ U(t,,r) in C:;,l, O<cc< 1 i ’ 
Moreover, u(to, r) satisfies locally the equations 
-Au-&t,) l~J~(‘~)sgn(u)=O, u(t,, 0) = 1. 
From Theorem (A,) in the Appendix u(t,, r) has infinitely many zeros. 
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Let R, < R, < ... CR,, the n first zeros of u(t,,,r). Let rf<r:< ..’ crf: 
be the zeros Of uk(tk, I). since uk(tk, r) -B U(t,, r) in C:;E we have that 
k > K* rf: < R, + 1 and uk(tk, r) is strictly of one sign for r > R, + 1, but 
u(t,, r) changes sign since it has zeros in r > R, + 1. Hence uk( t,, r) cannot 
converge to u(t,, r) in C{;,” and that is a contradiction. See the figure 
below: 
‘U 
COROLLARY (2.1). If u(r) is a solution of the equation -Au + f( t, u) = 0 
that has exactly n nodes then there exists C i, > 0 independent oft such that 
IlUrIIL” < CL. 
Proof: Since from Lemma (2.1) P(u(r), u,(r)) < P(u(O), 0) and lIuIILa < 
C, from Theorem (2.3) we get that llulll La < CL. 1 
THEOREM (2.4). Let u(r) be a solution of the equation -Au + f( t, u) = 0 
than has n zeros. Then u,(r) will have exactly (n + 1) zeros. 
Proof: First observe that u,(r) must have at least n + 1 nodes, the first 
of them being r = 0. Assume u,(r) has more than n + 1 nodes; then 3r, such 
that u(rO) is either a positive minimum or .a negative maximum. W.L.O.G. 
assume u(rO) is a positive minimum. Then by the maximum principle 
f(u(r,)) > 0 (omit dependence on t). Let u0 = max{u:f(u) = 0, u < u(r,)}. 
Consider the quantity P(u, u,) = iuf - F( t, u). In the plane (u, u,) consider 
the line TuO = { (uO, u) I v E R} and the level curves of P(u, u,). Since 
u E [u,, u(r,)] *f(u) > 0 we have that F(u,) < F(u(r,)) * $u’- F(u,) > 
-F(u(r,)) = P(u(rO); 0). Also if r > r,, =z. P(u(r)) d P(u(r,,)). So (u(r), u,(r)) 
cannot cross the line r,,, contradicting the fact that lim, _ o3 u(r) = 
lim, + m u,(r)=O. 1 
LEMMA (2.3). Let u(r) be a solution of the equation -Au +f(t, u)= 0 
such that (a) IIuI(~~< C,; (b) u(r) h as exactly n zeros. Then 3C > 0 such 
that JR lu,(r)12 dx < C. 
ProoJ From Theorem (2.4) we know that u,(r) has n zeros (not count- 
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ingr=O).Callthemp,<p,< ... <pn. Also from Corollary (2.1) we know 
that IIu,II Lm < C f, for some C f, > 0. Then we have 
<(2n+l)C,j lu,12dr<(2n+1)C,C;. 
R 
LEMMA (2.4). Let u(r) be a radial solution of the equation 
--Au+ f(u)=0 such that (a) llullLr < C, and (b) u(r) has exactly n nodes. 
Define V(r) = f(u(r))/u(r) and let c” = {r E [w+ : V(r) < --E). Then 
pR(C’) < Ch c”, E), where p R = Lebesque measure on [w. 
ProoJ: We begin with 
Let u = au/& and write the equation as an O.D.E. : 
Transform the equation into polar coordinates. Let u/u = arc tan 8, 
p = Jm; then 
(g’= -N-l - sin 8 cos 8 + V(r) cos2 e - sin’ 8. 
r 
Let R, be large enough so that (N - l)/RO < 42. If c” c BRa = {r : r < R,} 
we are finished. If not, consider CE\BRO = D”. Since u(r) has n nodes we 
have that 
I de<(n+ l)n 
sin 0 cos 8 + V(r) cos2 8 - sin’ 8 dr 
N-l = - - sin 8 cos 8 - (1 + V(r)) sin2 8 
r 
x$de+ s V(r) dr DE 
* jDe V(r) dr = j de + 1 
-((N-l)/r)sin8cosfJ--(1+V(r))sm2B de 
-((N-l)/r)sinecose+V(r)~os~e-sin2e ’ 
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But - ((N - 1 )/I) sin 0 cos 8 + V(r) cos’ 8 - sin* 8 < -s/2 on the set D”. 
Also J((N-l)/r)sinOcos8--(1 + V(r))sin*Ol <Csup, IV(r)1 <C,, where 
C, depends only on C,; hence 
s DE V(r)&<(n+l)a+$(n+l)7r$C(n,E,Ca). 
Remark. With a more careful analysis we can actually prove that 
p,(C’)<C(n,C,), where C’={re[W+: V(r)<O}. 1 
THEOREM (2.5). Let u(t, r) be a solution of the equation 
-Au + f (t, u) = 0 such that u(t, r) has exactly n nodes. Then there exists 
(a) for the positive mass case C,,, a positive constant independent oft such 
that Ilu(t, r)ll 1,2 < C,,* Vt E CO, 11; (b) for the zero muss case Cy,, such that 
Ilu(t, r)ll D1.2 < cy,, Vt E [o, 11. 
ProoJ Since u(t, r) has n nodes, from Theorem (2.3) and 
Corollary (2.1), we have that 
II4 Lm < cm 9 lb4 cc L” -c VtE [O, l] (C, , C f, independent of t). 
Assume there exists a sequence of solutions {u”( t,, r)},“= I with n nodes 
such that Iluk(tk, r)ll + +CO as k -+ + co (where the norm is either of the 
two norms). We want to arrive at a contradiction. Since ((~~(1~~ < C, and 
Il4ll La < CL we can assume that 
Uk + u” in C:;,“O<a< 1 J 
Moreover, u”(to, r) satisfies the equation 
-Au’+ f(t,, u’)=O (but we do not know if lim u”( to, r) = 0). 
r’+m 
From Lemma (2.3) we have that 
From Lemma (2.1) we have (d/dr) P(u, u,) = -((iV- 1)/r) uf, hence 
P(uk(R), u:(R)) = f: y (u!(r))* dr <g Vke N. (*) 
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Since uR= -((N-1)/r) t4: +f(to, u”) we get that IuRI < constant inde- 
pendent of r; then jR 1~91 2 dr < C 3 lim, _ cc u:(r) = 0. 
DEFINE THE SET y(t) = connected component in the (u, u,) plane that 
contains (0,O) of the set {(u, u,): P(u, u,) = 0). 
Because of the assumptions about F( t, U) (both in zero mass and positive 
mass case) y(t) looks like a bow-tie. Because of (*) for R large, 
(uk(R), u:(R)) E yE(tk) (where yc(tk) = E - neighborhood of y(tk)). Since 
(z?(R), u:(R)) -+ (u’(R), u:(R)) we also have (u’(R), u:(R)) dye. (Note 
that y(tk + y(to)). Because we have lim,, +m u:(r) = 0 we must have either 
lim r++m~o(r)=a+(lo) orlim,,,, u’(r) = 0. (Note that since uk + u” in - 
Ci;t, u” must have at most n zeros.) Because - uR - ((N- 1)/r) UP + 
f(t,, u”) =0 and f(l,, a+(to)) #O the only possible choice is 
lim , j + o3 u”(r) = 0. From the assumptions about f(t, U) pick E > 0 small 
enough so that 
,24, <2Es%O, t E neighborhood of to. 
U 
Choose R. large enough so that r > R, =z. lu”(r)l < E. Then because of the 
maximum principle u’(r) is either strictly positive decreasing or strictly 
negative increasing. W.L.O.G. assume uo(r) is strictly positive decreasing. 
Case A. uo(r) has N nodes. 
Since uk(r) has n nodes also we have that for k large and r > R,, uk(r) 
is also positive decreasing and /u”(r)1 < 2s Vk > K,; r > R,, but uk satisfies 
(a) Positive mass case: we can assume r > RO + f( tk, uk)/uk > 
m,/2 > 0 and it is a well known estimate that r > R,* luk(r)l d 
CleCmr, lu!f(r)l < C,e- v/Or, Vk > Ko. But then I(~~11 ,,2 is bounded 
independent of k contrary to our original assumption. 
(b) Zero muss case: from Lemma (A4) we have 
1 
14 < c, N--l’ r>R,* r 5 Iuf12dx<C, RN 
C independent of k if N 3 3; hence we contradict our assumption. 
Case B. U’(r) has fewer than n zeros. 
We will examine the simplest case, where u’(r) has n - 1 zeros; the 
general case can be treated similarly (see figure). 
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‘r 
Denote by Rk the last maximum of [u“(r)1 and define the set Sk = 
connected component that contains R, of {r : F(t, z&r)) d O}. Obviously 
Sk= {r: RL<r<Rz) for some RL<Ri. Also define the set 
r: r> R,, [u:(r)/ >i 
The best way to see what E is is by looking at the figure of y(t) in the (u, u,) 
plane (s(t) > E, t E neighborhood of to). 
Tk is also a set of the form {r:i?k<r<zi}. 
We need the following observations: 
We must have R, + + co, hence F(tk, uk(Rk)) + 0 as k + co, and conse- 
quently uk(Rk) + up(to). so finally r E Sk a -Ek + u- (tk) < uk(r) < u- (tk)r 
where &k+O as k-+ +a. 
(b) Since J(C) > 0 =~-f(u-)/u~ ~0, Lemma (2.4) gives R: - Rk < p 
Vk E N for some constant p. 
(c) In the (u, u,) plane the orbit (u(r), u,(r)) must be outside the 
bow-tie y(t) if lim, _ o. u(r) = lim,, m u,(r) = 0, because inside y(t) we have 
P(u, 24,) < 0. 
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This means that Tk is nonempty and since lIz& Lm is bounded independent 
of k we have that i?i - i?: > p” independent of k, jj some constant. Multiply 
the equation -Auk + f(tk, uk) = 0 by ru”; and integrate in W\B,, to get 
N-2 
2 s Wk12 dx + Nd j 
F(tk, Uk) dx RN\BR, 
@\BR, 
(“‘(~o))2 - F((tk, u*(R,)))}, (**) 
where IS,1 = surface area of an N-dimensional sphere. From observa- 
tion (a) we have that 
F(tk, uk(Rk)) = ck + 0 
F(tk, Uk(‘% dx> - Is,vi &k 
vOl( Tk). 
vo1(sk) 
Finally we have 
N-2 
-I 2 RN\BR, lVuk12 dx + N jRN,,, ,F(lk’ u”) dx 
It is easy to see that if Rk + + cc, &k + 0 and the right hand side of this 
inequality goes to + co, hence also the left hand side. But from (**) the 
quantity 
N-2 
2 lvuk12 + NF(t,, uk) dx 
is finite since 
(uk(Ro), &Ro)) -+ (u”(Ro), u;(R,)). 
So we get a contradiction. 
Remark. If N= 2 the last argument in Theorem (2.5) fails since 
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N-2=0. In that case define Tk= {r:r>R,, F(tk,uk(r))>E/2}, where 
~=max,-~,,,.,o,,,Co,ll f’(t, u) (see figure). 
I F(U) 
Then the same argument gives a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM (2.6). Let { uk(r)}kc N be a sequence of radial solutions of the 
equation -Au + f(u) = 0 such that if we denote by n(k) the number nodes of 
uk(r) then lim,, +o3 n(k) = + co. Then 
(a) Positive mass case: llukll 1,2 -+ + co as k + + 00. 
(b) Zero mass case: IIukllD~.2 + + co as k + + 00. 
Proof (a) Positive mass case: Assume IIukll ,,2 < C independent of k; 
then uk+u in H:lRN) and uk+u in L;([WN), 2<p<2+4/(N-2). But 
then since -Auk = f ( uk) = 0 we get that 
uk + u in Hf(RN) and -Au+ f(u)=O. 
(Note that lim,, m u(r) = 0 and u(r) has finite nodes.) 
We need the following observations: 
(1) luk(r)l < C(N) IIukll ,,2/r(N-1)‘2 < C(N)C/r(Np1)‘2. 
(2) If luk(ro)l is a local maximum then f(uk(ro)) sgn uk(ro) <O and 
because of the assumptions on f(u) we have that luk(ro)l > Co for some Co 
independent of k. 
1 f (ulsgnu 
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Using (1) and (2) we arrive at the following conclusion: there exist 
{PkLsN such that pk + 0 and uk(r) has an arbitrarily large number 
of nodes in the interval (0, pk]. Moreover, since uk --f u in H:(E?“) 
and uk(r) + u(r) in C[E, l/s] for any s>O, we have se,, IVukl’ dx+ 
j 
‘Ok 
luk12dx+0 as k-+ +co. 
Case 1. If \uk(0)\ is bounded then 11~‘: (( Lm is bounded (independent of 
k); hence we cannot have infinitely many zeros in the interval (0, pk] with 
Pk+O. 
Case 2. If lim, Iuk(0)( = + cc then set kk = (uk(0)l and define uAk(r) = 
(l/;lk) Uk(A, p+“2r) (i.e., uk(r) = Akuk(Akp- “*)), where lim,, o. f(Au)/Ap = 
-bIuJPsgnuandO~p<1+4/(N-2).ThenasinTheorem(2.3)wehave 
ulk + u in C& and 
-Au-b lulPsgnu=O, u(0) = 1. 
Observe that A; p+ ‘pk + +cO ask+ fW;kt &=~kP+“*pk. We have 
s IVukJ2dX=~~+P-(P~1)N/2 s IVu:,l dx. 
BPk BRk 
Observe that O<p<1+4/(N-2)=~1+p-(p-l)N/2>Oand 
fBR Ivu&/*dx>,. 
k B1 
Ivu&/*dx-$ lvUl*dx>O. 
Hence lim k+aj-Bpk IVuk12dx= + 00, contradicting the assumption that 
llUkll 1,2 < c. 
(b) Zero muss case: Write f(u) = h(u) - g(u) and assume 
llUkll DL2 < c; then we have uk+u in @*(RN), g(uk)+ g(u) in 
L(“+*M~+U([WN), 0 < Q < 4/(N- 2), and since -Auk + h(uk) - g(uk) = 0 we 
get 
uk + u in D’,*( W”) and -Au+h(u)-g(u)=O. 
Now observe that if N>,3 we have lu(r)l <C(N) ((u((,1,2/r(N-2)/2; see [4]. 
Then the rest of the argument is exactly the same as in the positive mass 
case. 1 
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3 
In this chapter I want to solve explicitly the problem 
-Au+ go(u)= 0; XER3 
if u>b 
if -b<u<b 
if u d -b, 
where b > 0. 
Existence of radial solutions for a piecewise linear function f(u) was 
investigated in [7]; here I want to consider a much simpler case and 
present a short proof for the sake of completeness. The proofs do not 
depend on the fact that N = 3-we could consider N 2 3 at the expense of 
complicating the proofs-but if N = 2 then - du + go(u) = 0 does not give 
any solutions. This explains why compactness is lost for N = 2. I want to 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM (3.1). Equation (3.1) has infinite pairs of solutions (u”+ (r) 
n = 0, 1, . . . . } such that u”, = - 24”) u;(r) has exactly n nodes which are 
the unique solutions with this property; and finally the linearized operators 
T”, = -A + gb(u”,) have no zero eigenvalue and exactly n + 1 strictly 
negative eigenvalues. 
A consequence of the previous theorem is 
deg(Z-(-A)P1g,(.),QE,,0)=2(-1)“+1. (3.2) 
For the proof of Theorem 3.1 observe first that -A has a fundamental 
solution 
while the operator -A - 1 has a pair of solutions U(r) = (sin r)/r, 
W(r) = (cos r)/r. Consider the O.D.E. 
(3.3) 
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The linearization corresponding to (3.3) is 
The idea of the construction is that we are looking for initial data u0 in 
(3.3) such that lim, _ m u(r, u,,) = 0. Suppose that u(r, uO) is a solution of 
(3.3) with the properties 
(1) u(r, uO) has n nodes in [0, R]. 
(2) u(R,u,)=(-1)“b. 
(3) u,(R uo)lu(R uo) = - l/R. 
Then we can continue u(r, uO) for r > R by setting 
u(r, uO) = (- 1)” bl/R@(r). 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists unique ut initial data in (3.3) such that u(r, u:) 
has the properties (1) (2), (3) mentioned above in the interval [0, R,]. 
Clearly Lemma (3.1) implies Theorem (3.1) except the claim about the 
operators T”, ; for this we have 
LEMMA 3.2. Let u0 > 0 and u(r, uO) be a solution of (3.3) with the proper- 
ties in [0, R] that 
(1) u(r, uO) has n nodes in [0, R]. 
(2) u(R, u,,) = (- 1)” b and u,(R, uO) u(R, uO) < 0. 
Then @-v(r) is the solution of (3.4), u(r) has the properties 
(a) u(r) has exactly n + 1 nodes in [0, R]. 
(b) 4R) r,(R) > 0. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. For simplicity assume that u(r, uO) has only one 
node in the interval [0, R] and u(R, uO) = -b. The linearization gives the 
potential 
gb(W, ud) = 
-1 if lu(r, roll 2 b 
o if lu(r, u,)l <b. 
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Let u0 > b and call R, the first radius such that u(R,) = b. For r E [0, R,], 
g&(u)= -1, and since -d(u-b)-(u-b)=0 we have 
u(r) = & Cu(r, uo) - bl; 
hence u(R,) =O, u,(R,) ~0. Let R, be the first radius such that 
u(R,, uO) = -b; then g;(u) = 0, hence --Au = 0, and using the maximum 
principleu(R,)<O, u,(R,)= -b.Then --Au-u=Oandsince -d(u+b)- 
(u+ b)=O we have that u(r) has one zero in the interval [R,, R3], hence 
u(r) > 0. Similarly U,(T) satisfies the equation 
-Au,+ f-l u,=o 
( > 
and a Sturm-Liouville type of comparison between u, and u + b shows that 
u, has only one zero in the interval [R2, R,], hence u,(R,)>O. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let U(T, u,,) be a solution of (3.3) with the 
properties 
(1) U(T, uO) has n nodes in [0, R]. 
(2) u(r, R)=(-1)“b. 
(3) u,(R, uo) 44 ~0) < 0. 
For simplicity take u,, > 0. 
(a) lu,(R, uO)l and R(Q) are increasing with respect to u,; indeed 
this follows from &/&, = u, dr,/&, = u,. 
(b) lim,,, +oo R(u,) = mc. 
(c) u,(R, uo) = 0( l/R*) for R large. 
In order to show (b), (c) one can construct the solutions explicitly step by 
step. 
(I) Let RI be the first radius such that u(R,, u,)=b; then for 
rE CO, RI1 
u(r, uo) = (u. - b) U(r) + b, u,(r) = (u. - 6) Wr), R,=n. 
(II) Let R, be the first radius such that u(R2, uo)= -6; then for 
rE CR,, &I 
u(r,u,)=2b-uo+(uo-b)?, 2 R =bo-WI 
u,-3b ’ 
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(III) Let R be the second radius such that u(R, u,,) = -b; then for 
r E CR2, RI 
u(r,uO)= -(Uoib)R1sin(r-R,)/r-b 
2 
R=R,+z, u,(R,u,)=(u,-b)z/R(R-7c)=O 
Finally, a shooting argument using the observations (a), (b), (c) gives the 
proof of the lemma. 
APPENDIX 
Here we gather some technical lemmata and results that we used in the 
previous sections. 
LEMMA (Al). Let U(X)E W,‘vq(rW~), r= 1x1, N>2; then the foZZowing 
inequality holds: 
Iv(r)1 < C(N q) ““!lSq 1 , p 1)/q where q>l. 
Proof Let u(r) be a radical CT(W) function, and let m = (N- 1)/q; 
then 
i (rm IuI)q=q(rm Iul)“-‘i (rm 1111) 
=q(rm lul)“-’ {rmu,sgnu+mr”-’ Iuj} 
<q(rm lul)q-l lrmull + g 
0 
rmq Iulq (A.11 
(rm Iu[)~-~ JPuJ d C{ Irmulq+ Irm Iu,I I”} (A.21 
(where we use the inequality ab < C{a”+ b’}, a, b, s, t > 0 and 
(l/t) + (l/s) = 1). From (A.1 ), using (A.2), we get 
Iv(R)I~~~-’ 6 C(N, q) 
i 
JR (lu,lq+ loI”) rNpl dr}+,b”(irmq) Iulqdr 
,oR(grmq) 14qdr<,~(~rmq~ lulqdr<q/:rNpl lujq-l Iv,/ dr 
=qjRX Iu[~-~ [Vu1 dx-c \(j IVulqdx)(j- ,ulqdx)‘-‘. 
505/85/2-14 
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Hence finally 
forq>l. i 
THEOREM (A2). Let u(r) be a radial solution of the equation 
-Au-(~I~sgnu=O, wherer=(x(,x~W’,O<p<1+4/(N-2). Thenu(r) 
has infinite zeros-denote them by { Rj},? 1-and limj _ m Rj = + cc. 
Proof: Firstnotethat(d/dr)(fuf+(l/(p+l))lulP+’}= -((N-l)/r)u,Z, 
hence [u(r)/ < lu(O)l. Assume that u(r) has finite zeros. (We cannot have a 
sequence of zeros converging to some r0 since at that point u(rO) = u,(rO) = 
u,,(rO) = 0 and consequently u = 0.) Let rN be the last zero and W.L.O.G. 
we can assume that r >r,=z-u(r)>O; then there exists R, > rN such that 
u,( R,) = 0. 
Integrating the equation in the region {x E [WN: R0 < 1x1 < R} we get 
u,(R) = -(l/RN-‘) jg, up(r) rNM1 dr. r > R, =S u,(r) c 0 and we have 
up(R) R 
u,(R)< -- RN- 1 s Ro 
rNpl dr= -~{Rv~~a RN-’ 
(A) For O<p< 1 
d 
-kP(R)< -q{R-$} 
dR 
c~-~(R)<u~-~ (RO)-[~~{r---$$}dr. 
Hence u(R) cannot stay positive. 
(B) For 1 <R-C 1+4/(N-2) set o=p-1. Then 
$u-‘>;{R-&}. 
If N23 we get 
u-“(R,)+&R’+ d AL 0 
N(N-2)RN-' 2(N-2) 
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If N=2 we get 
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u”(R)Q u-“(Rn)++N(R’-R;)-+NR;lnR+;R;lnR, 
i 1 
-1 
In both cases we have u(R) = 0(1/R”“) for R large and then u”+*(R) = 
up+‘(R)=0(1/R2+4!“)=>~,&~P+1dx< +a. 
(C) Forp=l 
$lnu(R)< -k 
*u(R)<u(R,,)exp{jc-$(r---$)dr}. 
Hence 
s Iulqdx< +a, vqE(1, +co). RN 
(1) Multiply the equation -Au - Iu( JJ sgn u = 0 by u and integrate 
in B,= {XE [W”‘: 1x1 CR}: 
j 
BR 
IVu[*dx-jBR Iu(~+~ dx= IS,.+ RNP1u,(R)u(R)<O 
~jR~IVU12dx~jR~lulP+l dx< +co 
(2) Multiply -Au - Iu( p sgn u = 0 by x . Vu and integrate: 
N-l 
-j 2 BR 
IVu12dx--$jBRIu~p+1 dx 
Let a(R) = RN(uf(R)/2 + (l/(p + 1)) up+‘(R)). Then lim,,, cr(R)=l< 
+ co but since sr (a(R)/R) dR < + co we must have I= 0, hence we get 
N-2 
2 I RN 
lVulz dx =P-- j IuIp+ l dx. 
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Combining (1) and (2) we have 
2N 1 2N 
-<l*p+l~--- 
2N 
=Xzp+l 
lcN+2 N-2JP2-- - 
N-2 N-2 
4 
*pal+- 
N-2’ 
Contradiction. 1 
LEMMA (A4). Let w(r) be a radial solution of the equation -Aw + 
h(w) = f (Ix] ), where 
(1) supp f(lxl)C&= (xEF? 1x1 <II}, fRN If(x)1 dx< +oo. 
(2) h(w)w>O, VWE[W. 
Then the following pointwise estimates hold: Zf 1x1 >2R then Iw,(x)l 6 
c, Ilf IILd14N-1? Icx,&)l GC2 Ilf IILd14N. 
Proof. If 1x1 > R then -Aw + h(w) = 0. By Kato’s inequality 
-A IwI + /h(w)1 GO=> -A (WI ~0. 
Claim. If r=lxl>R then either (w(r)>0 and w,(r)<O) or (w(r)<0 
and w,(r) > 0). 
(a) w(r) does not change sign for r > R; indeed, if r0 > R and 
w(rO) = 0, then since lim,, m w(r) =O, Iw(r)l must have a maximum in 
(r,,, +co). Contradiction, since -A IwI ~0. 
(b) w,(r) does not change sign for r > R; indeed if r,,> R and 
w,(r,,) = 0, then since -A I w(r,)l < 0 I w(r,)l is a local minimum and since 
limr+ao [w(r)1 =O, Iw(r)l must have a maximum in (rO, +co). Contra- 
diction. Also if r>R then -Aw+h(w)=O*wlr=((N-l)/r)w,+h(w) 
and we have 
(w(r) > 0, w,(r) < 0) * w,,(r) > 0 
(w(r) < 0, w,(r) > 0) *w,,(r) < 0. 
W.L.O.G. assume w(r) >O, w,(r)cO, w,,(r)>O. Observe first that by 
Kato’s inequality we have -A IwI + Ih(w)l < If(x Integrating, we get 
j Ih( dx< j Ifl dx+ I$,I R”‘-‘w,(R)Qj Ifl dx= llfllrl. RR BR BR 
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Write the equation in integral form, 
w(x)= s R” m-YHf(Y) - W)) dY3 
Where T(x - y) = Ix - yl*- N N3 3 is Newton’s potential. Then if 
r = 1x1 > 2R we get 
+ i (2-M lx-YrN {-&4Y))I dY RN\& 
> s (2-N Ix-Yll-N {f(Y)-wdY)H dY. B.Q 
Because YE EP’\B,* w(y) 20 h(w(y)) >O and since w,(lxl) ~0 we get 
l~~~~~la~B~~~-2~l~-Yl’-N/lf~Y~l+lh(R~Y~~l~~Y~C~~. 
Similarly we get 
Iw,,(IxI)l <C$. 
The lemma follows if we note that w(x) is radial, hence 
xi X.X. 
w&=--r, W 
6, 
r XI x, 
=ywrr+Tw’-yw,. 1 
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